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And travelling often in the cut he makes (detail)
And travelling often in the cut he makes (detail)
And travelling often in the cut he makes (detail)
And travelling often in the cut he makes
There once was a king who had three daughters. He was going off on his travels and asked them what they would like as presents.

The oldest one asked for a beautiful dress, the middle one for beautiful jewellery, and the youngest one said, "Can you bring me back a box of salt?" And the king said, "Of course!" But the two older sisters collared the king and said, "You had better be careful of the younger one, you know, what she is going to do with the salt. She is going to pickle you!" The king couldn't believe this, that his most beautiful daughter would want to do this to him. So he cast her out of his kingdom with only a nursemaid and a small bag of coins.

She wandered the country to see where she could go and live. She was really beautiful and people were wolf-whistling her, propositioning her, she said to the nursemaid, "What am I going to do, how am I to stop all this unwanted attention?"

They were just passing a cemetery and the nursemaid saw that someone was being buried, and had an idea. She went up to the gravedigger and with the daughter looking on from afar, watching the conversation between the nursemaid and the gravedigger in agony over the grave. Eventually, the coffin was opened and the body was hauled out. It was an old woman, older than you could possibly imagine, she had almost as many wrinkles as cells in her body. The girl from afar saw the gravedigger get out a knife and THWACK, start to peel back the skin, THWACK, lifting up the corpse before putting it back into the grave and stretching the skin out flat. The nursemaid gave the gravedigger some money and continued scraping the skin out, rubbing it down, putting some material inside it, she took it back to the girl and said, "Here, you are going to use this one!" And the girl put it on. The skin was sewn up the back, the fingernails on top of her fingers, the teeth in her mouth and the eyes on top of her own eyes. And indeed she didn't get any more unwanted attention after that, walking along in this old woman's hide. Then one day a horse crossed their path, on it was a king, a young king, he looked down and said, "What are you doing here?" They had a conversation and there was something strange about this old woman, she was very spritely, she was very chatty, she had a young voice and a beautiful clear laugh for such an old woman. The king was intrigued and said, "Why don't you come back to my castle, you are such a good sport," so she did. Back at the castle, the king was very much enjoying the company of this old woman and said, "How come you have such a spritely step and beautiful voice, what can we do? How can we make this work?"

The girl said, "Give me something to spin. I will weave you the finest cloth!" and she went away and wove a piece of cloth, and it was extraordinary and beautiful. How could someone with such old faded eyes, such an old gristy woman create something so beautiful?

And he sent something else in to be woven, but this time the young king peered through and saw the girl pulling off the old woman's hide, standing there naked as the day she was born. The king could not believe his eyes, he burst through the door and swept her off her stool and it wasn't too long before he found out that she was a princess from another land. There was a massive feast, everyone was invited, including her parents, the king who had cast her out, the queen and her sisters. She gave instructions to the kitchen, she said, "And make sure for my father that there is no salt in any of his courses, except the roast!" The first course came and it was soup and everyone was tucking in, yet her father's soup tasted awful. The next course came, it was meat and it also tasted awful, and the next course, fish, and again everyone tucked in, yet his tasted awful and he couldn't understand it. Everyone else was enjoying the food and then the roast came and he ate it, and it tasted delicious, he had seconds, thirds, fourths, fifth helpings and he couldn't understand it, and she came up to him and said, "Why weren't you eating the previous courses?" He said, "Truly young lady I don't know," and she said, "I can tell you, the other courses didn't have any salt," and the roast dinner did and that is why father I asked you for a box of salt. There were tears in his eyes as he suddenly saw his daughter and they lived in their separate kingdoms happily ever after."
Ground Truthers (detail)
Thersilochos, Mydon, Mnesos, Thrasios, Ainios, Lycaon
Keep your eye on Lycaon. You know, all of you know
The war came to Troy.
All of you know how the wheat fields were trampled down to become battle sites,
Trampled over by men covered in bronze and gold.
All of you know how the boundary stones of fields became weapons, hefted into the air to break the [...]
You know this. You know how the elms, the willows
Along the banks of the river became thick with broken spear-shafts and swords.
How the landscape changed
Across that landscape Achilles raged.
Achilles' fury was brighter than the sun, was hotter than fire, his heart was full of grief.
And he drove the Trojan armies across the plain to the river. And
Into the river they went one by one hoping to save their lives.
Men encased in gleaming metal
Glinting like fish as they broke the surface of the water and sank there. And
Some of them rose up again and some of them didn't.
Lycaon, he was one of the lucky ones
In the water he shed his armour, he shed his second skin, and
Broke the surface, naked, soft, gleaming in his young flesh. Beautiful.
Lycaon was beautiful as the sun glinted off him over his back.
But to Achilles' eyes, he was not.
To Achilles' eyes he was the target,
He was the aim of his glinting spearhead.
Lycaon knelt there unarmed, naked, helpless,
Without hope. Almost without hope, but not quite.
He fell to his knees and reached out his hands in the act of supplication and called out
"Achilles! Achilles! Look at me. No! Look properly!
You know me Achilles we have met before, do you not remember Achilles,
The fig tree, I was the boy in the fig tree,
Pruning the branches with [...] do you not remember? Our eyes met then,
And you were merciful, And you were kind,
It’s me. It’s the same Lycaon.
Look Achilles! Look at me. You must remember me,
I am the same!"
But the Achilles who looked at him was not the same
For Achilles' friend was dead,
And Achilles eyes were darkened.
And Lycaon fell back on his heels and spread his arms wide and
His blood painted a picture on the sand
And Achilles picked up that corpse by the heel and slung it over his head
And splash went the body into the river
Down into the depths, into water that was once crystal clear and flowing and cool
Now red with blood
And more and more men came to the river
Glinting, glistening, glorious and strong
And one by one into the river they went
With a cry and a shriek and a prayer.
So many bodies in that river,
So many glittering warriors, so much gold,
There was no room for the fish, for the eels, for the creatures
Whose home was made in its depths.
It was as if the river was home to some new kind of creature,
To the swimming dead.
As if some reckless fisherman threw his whole haul back
Into the water.

But at last even the river,
Even the great cool streams couldn’t take anymore
And the river himself rose up and called out to Achilles.

“Stop it! I can take no more!
My channel through the earth has been dammed with all this dead,
I cannot find my way to the sea.”
Achilles didn’t listen. Achilles kept on killing.
And so the river rose up with all that weight of flesh and metal, that was in its depths,
He rose up in a great wave and sent that metal crashing down on Achilles
And lifted him high into the air,
Cutting the earth out from under his feet. Carrying him almost to the heavens.

And the gods saw.
The gods looked down and saw the very river fighting back against this war,
And the gods sent fire flashing down across the plains.
To set alight the elms and the willows that edged the river,
To set alight the mound of corpses that littered the plain. River fought against fire,
Earth fought against war,
The whole of the plain was convulsed with fury, with death,
With men made metal.
And Achilles watched all this; and nothing that he saw seemed strange to him,
Because his friend was dead.”

Steph Harrop
10 to the power 37 years
“There was a girl, she was so beautiful, she was just the sort of girl that any man would want to marry. She was fat, with fat little fingers, blubbery and gorgeous. Her hair was also beautiful, when she would wind it on top of her head into a large bun; she was just gorgeous with flowing black hair. But, she did nothing! She thought she was too good for all the village boys and all she did was sit on a rock every day, combing her hair while her father hunted seals, dragging them back for her. There was nothing she liked better to eat than seal blubber.

So the time came when her father, quite frankly, would quite like her to get married, so he wouldn’t have to keep dragging seals day after day to feed his beautiful daughter. And one day while he was out hunting and she was sitting on the rock in the sunshine combing her hair, when who should pass, but a fulmar, a little sea bird, with red eyes, nothing much to look at, but he took one look at her, asked her to marry him, she took one look at him and said:

‘You are a fulmar! No!’

The fulmar was heartbroken, so away he went and transformed himself into a man, it seemed, the best thing to do, with some nice seal skin trousers, a nice bear skin jacket and tunic, a pair of good boots and a pair of sunglasses to hide his fulmar eyes. He put them on and came back, she was pretty impressed and she agreed to marry him and they flew away to the land beyond the ocean where they lived in a hut and everyday he came to her with another seal and fed her the blubber and at night they made sweet, sweet love. And he sang to her because what she liked most of all was to be sung to while he made love to her.

What a life! A perfect marriage, but after a while she got bored, well it was only a little hut and she was expecting this man in beautiful clothes to live in a palace, with furs everywhere and art on the walls, and this was not what it was like so she would stand at the shore while he was out hunting and she would call her father’s name and hope it would reach across the ocean, carrying on the currents and the wind and strangely enough he did hear it, working away skinning seals on the shore, he heard his daughter’s voice and he knew he had to follow it, he jumped into his kayak and paddled. He paddled night and day, night and day, night and day, until he got to a round shore and a small hut, there was a girl standing on the shore. He ran and embraced her, and she told him she couldn’t live with her husband anymore because he was a fulmar. They got into the kayak and started to make their way home.

The fulmar came back to the hut expecting his wife to be there and when she wasn’t he was furious. He flew and scanned the sea until he saw a kayak with two people in it and he flew down and said: ‘Give me back my wife!’ And she said ‘I’m not going back with you’. He said ‘I won’t tell you again come back with me now!’ And she said, ‘I will never go back with you.’ And they kept paddling, then the fulmar beat his wings THWACK, THWACK, and as he beat his wings the waves rose, the wind rose and a storm came to be, it crashed down and smashed the kayak. The father was so scared and said, ‘You must go back you must go back or we will drown here!’ And the daughter said, ‘Father I won’t go back, we must go home!’ And the father threw her over board. Gasping in the icy cold water she came to the surface, grasping onto the side of the kayak and her father took hold of her hand and THWACK cut her fingertips off at her first knuckle and they fell into the sea, and the strange thing was that her fingertips started to move and turn and become seals and swim off into the depths. She grabbed hold of the kayak again and THWACK her father cut her fingers off at the second joint and the bits of fingers fell off into the sea and swim and became Sea lions. Losing blood and losing colour she grabbed hold with the stumps of her hands and THWACK, this time right the way down to the base of her fingers, they flopped into the sea and they became whales and down they swam. And down she sank to the bottom of the sea into the dark and her hair floated all around her like an oil slick, like a beautiful inky dark mass. Years passed and she was now a skeleton, the fish swim in and out of her eyes and between her ribs. There were fish and there were seals and there were sea lions and there were walrus, there was everything needed to eat because she had become Sedna, the food bowl and the goddess of the deep. And that is why wise people swim down from time to time and comb her hair to keep her sweet.”
"In the far, far icy north where it is quite hard to live, there was a grandfather who was left behind with his grandson; everyone else had gone away on a hunt. And the grandfather said, 'Boy, do not go to the mountain and play near the hole! Stay away from the hole in the mountain, whatever you do stay away from it! Or something bad will happen!' So sure enough the boy went to the hole in the mountain. There it was, a hole, going down into the earth, and it stank, it was weird; it stank so badly that the boy thought that he was going to die from the stink. Worse still, it was getting larger and smaller. It expanded and then shrank, expanded and then shrank, this extraordinary stinking expanding and shrinking hole. And from this hole in the earth came rocks tumbling down the mountain periodically, avalanches spewing forth, surely this was the bad thing that was going to happen; the boy was going to die in a stinky avalanche. Well the boy being the boy threw rocks into the hole, because if there are rocks and a hole then one needs to go into the other! So he filled the stinking hole up, right up to the brim with the rocks that had tumbled down, and the stink abated, and there was nothing more for the boy to do, and he went back home. His grandfather was at home, dead, because it turned out that that hole in the mountain was his grandfather's asshole and the boy had blocked it up."
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